
Support the 
performance of 

Behavior Side Story

The goal of this fund raiser: 
Paying for the sound system and 

other costs of production that 
will not be covered by ABAI.

6:30 to 8:00 pm
Friday, May 25, 2012
Grand Ballroom D 

Sheraton Seattle Hotel 
ABAI Annual ConventionDONATE

Donate through 
www.behavior.org

Enter Amount, choose Other from the
Restriction pulldown menu, and

type in Behavior Side Story.

Book and Lyrics by Charlie Catania
 assisted by the

Cast of  
Bob Allan, Christine Barthold, Sean Eubanks,

Elena Garcia-Albea, Sandra Gomes,
Phil Hineline, Dennis Machado, Margaret Martinetti, and 

Sharon Reeve.
(See next page for The Plot & History)

Donors giving $25 or more
will get a special, reserved seat and 

a show memento!

https://www.behavior.org/donation.php
https://www.behavior.org/donation.php


The Plot

Tony is a student finding his way.  He starts out on the 
Mentalist Side, in a group called the Minds.  Chumpsky, 
the Mind Leader or Master Mind, tells Tony that mentalism 
offers him the most promising future.  But Tony feels 
something is wrong.  He hopes for better things.  He has 
heard about the Behavior Side, represented by the Acts.  As 
advocates of behavior analysis, they have long resisted the 
Minds.  Maria is their leader.  When Tony meets Maria, she 
outlines the wondrous possibilities of a behavior analytic 
science.  Tony is won over by its truths and the applications 
it makes possible.  He is brought over to the Behavior 
Side.  But the Minds will obstruct anything planned by the 
Acts, so Maria and Tony and the Acts must stand together 
to stop the Minds from taking over funding, government 
posts, university appointments, applied credentialing, and 
programs at professional meetings.  Though the fight will 
be difficult, they are confident that behavior analysis will 
prevail and together they will champion truth, justice and 
the analytic way.

The History

Some time long ago, Phil Hineline and Charlie Catania 
noticed that the stress patterns in the word behavior matched 
the stress patterns in the word Maria in the song by that 
name in the Broadway musical, West Side Story (music by 
Leonard Bernstein and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim).  Upon 
this discovery Charlie wrote new lyrics and Phil found a 
music-minus-one version of the show.  With appropriate 
accompaniment Phil sang Behavior at an early ABAI 
Follies.

For a show with some added numbers at a later ABAI 
Follies,  Phil and Charlie were joined by Margaret Martinetti 
and Joe Plaud, and together they also presented excerpts for 
a gathering of the Society for the Experimental Analysis of 
Behavior.

The last performance of Behavior Side Story was at a 
Concord, MA, meeting of the Board of the Cambridge 
Center for Behavioral Studies in November 2001.  This 
revival performance includes new numbers and a larger 
cast.
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type in Behavior Side Story.
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Supported by donors like you
and

https://www.behavior.org/donation.php
https://www.behavior.org/donation.php

